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Reliable

Agile

Nimble

E-M1 Mark

E-M1X E-M5 Mark

Compact
Lightweight

Dustproof
Splashproof

Image
Stabilisation

High resolustion
Lens

The Micro Four Thirds system provides extraordinary compactness and light weight
not only for the camera body, but for the entire system including the lens.
The ZUIKO LENS system boosts descriptive power to finish the photographer’s feelings beautiful.
Its compact & lightweight, dust-proof, and splash-proof construction
can be used even in harsh environments. In addition, the cooperation of
the powerful image stabilisation mechanism with a large sensor range of
motion enables handheld shooting a wide range of scenes.
Never miss the right moment when shooting scenes that require portability.

Capture the decisive moment

Shoot in any environment Performance and portability
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M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-100mm F4.0 IS PRO 1/80sec. F5.6 ISO200 Handheld High Res Shot



*1. 35mm equivalent*2. Image size is 8160 x 6120 pixels.

Portability that allows you to master the moment.
With portability that allows you to shoot super-telephoto equivalent at 600mm*1 hand-held and reliability 
of dust, splash, and freeze-proof construction, the E-M1 Mark III is for those who wish to truly master 
the moment, regardless of the shooting environment. Its portability further expands your shooting range.

New image processing engine: TruePic IX

Thanks to new image processing engine TruePic IX,  the E-M1 Mark 
III attains such advanced features as "50 MP*2 Handheld High Res 
Shot" and "Live ND", in the compact and lightweight body. It also 
offers unique new functions such as "Starry Sky AF".

Excellent portability - 
enjoy 600mm*1 F4.0 long lens shots handheld

Company A Full-frame mirrorless camera with 600mm*1 F4.0 lens

When it comes to top-end camera systems, true portability is defined 
not just by the size and weight of the camera body itself, but by 
the entire system—including the lens. In conjunction with M.ZUIKO 
lenses, it forms a compact and lightweight system which provides 
excellent mobility when shooting on the move. You’ll be able to enjoy 
handheld shooting even when using super-telephoto lenses like the 
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 300mm F4.0 IS PRO, which is the equivalent 
of a 600mm F4.0 lens for a 35mm camera.

The grip's shape is the result of intensive study and is designed for 
handheld shooting. The grip height is increased to allow the pinky to 
grasp, while the front recess is deepened for the middle finger. The 
back is equipped with a large thumb grip for greater stability.

Excellent grip
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 M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 7-14mm F2.8 PRO 1/4000sec. F2.8 ISO200 Handheld High Res ShotM.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 7-14mm F2.8 PRO 5sec. F9.0 ISO200

Live ND makes it possible to apply a slow shutter effect similar to that 
obtained when an ND filter is used. Multiple exposed images are merged 
to create a slow shutter effect like a cascading waterfall. The effect level 
can be selected from 5 levels from ND2 (1 step) to ND32 (5 steps) and 
you don’t have to worry about experiencing overexposure due to long 
exposure. Unlike the normal ND filter, Live ND lets you preview the slow 
shutter effect in the Live View monitor.*

*Live View monitoring is available only when LV simulation is set to ON.
*The expected effect may not be obtained depending on the subject and scene. If the ND step setting 
increases when the flash is off, the maximum ISO sensitivity setting is 800, and the maximum shutter 
speed is 1/30 (set to ND2), the speed drops. The step setting can be selected from 5 options: ND2 (1 
step), ND4 (2 steps), ND8 (3 steps), ND16 (4 steps) and ND32 (5 steps).

By the active-pixel 20.4 million pixels and the low-pass filterless, the 
E-M1 Mark III comes with high image quality shooting as well as rich 
gradations because of the improvement of the pixel charactaristics. 
It also minimizes flare and noise by AR coating on the surface of the 
sensor, which is made by the high antireflection technology.

The E-M1 Mark III is equipped with the new image processing engine 
TruePic IX, it delivers top-class high image quality in DSLR by eliciting the 
high optical performance of M.ZUIKO lenses. Combining the 20.4M pixel 
Live MOS sensor with the high image qulity and high speed processing 
of TruePic IX, the high optical performance of M.ZUIKO lenses, which 
delivers top-class image quality DSLR performance in any scene.

Live ND

20.4M Pixel Live MOS Sensor New image processing engine TruePic IX

The in-body 5-axis image stabilisation compensates for camera shake
in all directions including “horizontal/vertical shift”, “optical axis rolling”
and “horizontal/vertical angular shift”. The camera body of the E-M1 
Mark III alone is capable of 7 shutter speed steps*2 of compensation 
performance. When combining with the M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-
100mm F4.0 IS PRO as "5-axis Sync IS"*3, potential stabilisation 
capability increases up to 7.5 shutter speed steps.
*1. Mounted lens: M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-100m m F24.0 PRO. Focal length f = 100mm (35mm 
equivalent f=200mm), halfway release image stabilisation: OFF, CIPA standard compliant on 2 
axes (Yaw/Pitch). 
*2. Mounted lens: M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-40mm F2.8 PRO. Focal length f = 40mm (80mm of 
35mm equivalent), halfway release image stabilisation: OFF, CIPA standard compliant on 2 axes 
(Yaw/Pitch). 
*3. Compatible lens: M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-100mm F4.0 IS PRO, M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 
300mm F4.0 IS PRO (as of Feburary 2020).

5-axis Image Stabilisation with 7.5 shutter speed steps*1 
of compensation performance

Tripod High Res Shot is for super high-resolution image shooting. The sensor captures the image 8 frames by moving itself per 0.5 pixels. 
It effectively suppresses movement in the merged shot such as a rippling surface of water or leaves shaking in the wind, it builds the high-
resolution image equivalent to 80 MP picture.
*Resolution will be lower under inconsistent light sources due to flicker effects. *If the subject moves during shooting, the resolution of the moving section will be lower than the rest of the image. 
*The aperture can be set from the widest setting to F8 and the ISO sensitivity can be set up to 1600. *For flash photography, set the sync speed to 1/50 sec or longer.

Tripod High Res Shot

Handheld high-res shot is invaluable in situations where you can't use 
a tripod. When activated, precise minor sensor shifts caused by a 
camera shake are used to capture 16 images which are then merged 
to create a high-resolution image equivalent to 50 MP. The E-M1 Mark III 
achieves high-resolution shots even in harsh environments where you 
need to reduce luggage weight as much as possible.
*Actual image size is 8160 x 6120 pixels. *Resolution will be lower under inconsistent light 
sources (e.g. Fluorescent light) due to flicker effects. *If the subject moves during shooting, the 
resolution of the moving section will be lower than the rest of the image. *The aperture can be 
set from the widest setting to F8 and the ISO sensitivity can be set up to 6400. *The flash is not 
available. *Processing takes longer than with Tripod High Res Shot.

50 MP* Handheld High Res Shot

5-axis image stabilisation with 7.5 shutter speed steps achieves 
stunningly high image quality.

New image processing engine TruePic IX provides excellent 
performance.
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M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 7-14mm F2.8 PRO 1/40sec. F5.0 ISO200

Unrivaled portability in any shooting environment. 
Reliability - That's in a class of its own.

Advanced dustproof and splashproof capabilities are achieved with the application of a durable, hermetically sealed covers such as the SD card 
slot cover. Rigorous testing in the development and design phase has ensured that It can be operated at temperatures as low as -10°C, enabling 
you to keep on shooting even in severe cold. Combined with a dustproof, splashproof and freezeproof M.ZUIKO PRO lens, you can concentrate 
on shooting without the need for a rain cover, even in harsh environments such as rainy or dusty locations. In addition, a magnesium alloy is used 
for the body to provide a sturdy and highly rigid body. Splashproof guarantees IPX1 standard.

Dustproof, Spashproof and Freezeproof

The latest iteration in a groundbreaking 
Olympus tradition, the SSWF (Super-
Sonic Wave Filter) dust reduction 
system kicks into gear as soon as the 
camera is turned on, vibrating at a 
super-high speed of 30,000 times and 
more per second, literally blowing any 
dust or dirt right out of the camera. 
Moreover, the The E-M1 Mark III has a 
new coating on the sensor to reduce 
the possibility of dust in photos to a 
10th of the previous model.

Dust Reduction System

E-M1 Mark III offers compatibility with 
the USB PD standard, this camera 
can be powered from a USB PD-
compliant 100 W (max.) power supply. 
The batteries can be recharged in as 
few as 2 hours. Power delivery from a 
compatible power bank enables longer 
duration shooting outside without 
power source or in extremely cold 
environments.
*USB charging while power battery holder HLD-9 is 
attached charges the battery inside of the camera 
body only. There is no charging function with power 
input by AC adapter AC-5 (via HLD-9).

USB Power Supply / Recharging

The E-M1 Mark III is build around the 
highly durable shutter unit which is 
rated for 400,000 operations*. The 
floating shutter mechanism minimises 
transmission of shutter shock to the 
body, helping to stabilise the image 
when the shutter is released.
*According to our in-house test conditions.

High-durability Shutter Unit

My Menu registers frequently 
used menus together.  The 
number of menu items is 35, 
with 7 items in 5 groups. To 
register, remove or sort items, 
just select the required item 
and push the movie button. 
This allows you to customize 
the menu to suit your shooting 
style.

Four individual shooting settings 
can be saved. Individual settings 
o f  saving opt ions became 
possible for each custom mode 
(C1-C4), either overwriting the 
changed settings instantly on 
the custom mode or reset it as 
before.

It allows quick multiple image 
selection by turning the dial 
wh i l s t  press ing the mov ie 
button. Image selection for 
Share  Order  and de le t ing 
images becomes easier.

A new control panel mode 
showing essential settings has 
been added. Checking the 
basic camera settings on the 
back monitor becomes easier.

My MenuCustom Modes

Quick Image SelectionShooting Information



M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-45mm F4.0 PRO 1/2.5sec. F11.0 ISO64 M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED40-150mm F2.8 PRO 1/5sec. F4.5 ISO400 

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 8mm F1.8 Fisheye PRO 1/1000sec. F8.0 ISO200



M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED300mm F4.0 IS PRO 600mm 1/180sec. F4.0 ISO200
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In the silent sequential shooting H mode, incredibly high-speed 
sequential shooting at up to 60 fps* is possible while still maintaining 
an effective pixel count of approx. 20.4 M. This incredible speed makes 
it possible to capture high-resolution images of the “moment” that are 
otherwise invisible to the naked eye. The electric shutter is also useful 
for tense sport scenes where where shutter sounds are inappropriate.
*When using a Toshiba SDXU-D032G. Silent Sequential H S-AF or MF, shutter speed of 1/250. 
Shooting speed drops when using ISO 8000 or above.

Applying AF/AE tracking, sequential shooting can capture successive 
frames of a moving subject at up to 18 fps* while maintaining a high 
pixel count of 20.4 M. Even a subject with quick motions can easily 
be framed and captured in fine, high-resolution images with live view 
framing in sequential shooting.
*When using a Toshiba SDXU-D032G. Silent Sequential L C-AF, shutter speed of 1/1000 
sec, widest aperture setting, Face Priority OFF. Shooting speed drops when using ISO 8000 
or above.

Up to 18 fps* AF / AE Tracking Sequential Shooting Up to 60 fps* AF / AE Fixed Sequential Shooting

This model equips Pro Capture mode, which allows you to capture the precise and desired moment, compatible with RAW format. Recording 
of full 20.4 M effective pixels begins on the first release, capturing up to 35 frames retroactively from the second release. Pro Capture makes it 
possible to record once-in-a-lifetime shots that you might otherwise miss due to the time lag between people's reactions and camera operating 
time lag. There is no blackout after second release, it allows smooth high sequential shooting while tracking a moving subject.
*Pro Capture H is available with any Micro Four Thirds/Four Thirds lens, as well as with lenses that do not have electrical contacts. Pro Capture L is available with M.Zuiko Digital lenses 
and lenses without electrical contacts. Shooting speed drops when using ISO 8000 or above. The shutter speed is limited to the high end and the flash is disabled when using Pro Capture 
Sequential Shooting. Pro Capture L Sequential limits the aperture from the widest setting to F8.

Pro Capture Mode

Halfway press Full press

35 frames are retroactively recorded

Capture your moment with the redefined auto focus technologies.

This model features the 121-point all cross-type On-chip Phase Detection AF system, which covers 
75% vertically and 80% horizontally of the field of view. Subjects can be tracked across a wide range in 
high accuracy. The On-chip Phase Detection AF has no light flux limitations, allowing for high-precision 
AF even when shooting with M.ZUIKO PRO F1.2 series prime lenses.

121-Point All-cross-type On-chip Phase Detection AF

The compact and lightweight body is equipped with a multi-directional AF point selector allowing you to 
quickly move the AF position while looking through the viewfinder. Even during sequential shooting or 
while recording video, you can quickly move the AF area to suit your subject which moves from moment 
to moment. It allows for the great composition you've come to expect. A new setting for cursor movement 
in the AF target has been added, you can select either to stop the AF target at the very end of the AF field 
or move the AF target to the opposite end of the next row or column after moving it past in the edge.

Multi Selectors



A new AF algorithm fully dedicated to starry sky shots has been developed. Focusing of astrophotography, which is normally done with manual 
focus, became possible with autofocus in high accuracy. This feature realises stunning AF accuracy which has been admired by professional 
photographers.
Speed Priority: AF speed has been prioritised, the AF operation finishes in a short time.
Accuracy Priority: A mode for serious astrophotography with tripod.
*Starry Sky AF works with Olympus Micro Four Thirds lenses. AF may not work under bright shooting environments such as town lights are in the frame. For more information on the Starry sky 
AF, please visit the Olympus homepage.

Starry Sky AF*

Only adds composites the sections with changes in brightness. 
Composite shooting is now possible for maximum up to 6 
hours. Equipped with Live Bulb, which keeps the shutter open 
while the shutter release button is pressed, and Live Time, 
which opens the shutter on the first push and closes it on 
the second push of the shutter release button. You can see 
the preview of the real time exposure on Live View during the 
shooting with all these features. Live Composite, Live Bulb, and 
Live Time can be set in "B" on the shooting mode dial.
*Use the outer battery for a long time composite shooting.

This feature helps with viewing subjects in dark scenes and 
makes it easier to check the framing even in dark starry sky. 
The LV Boost On2 has "Frame Rate Priority" and "Quality 
Priority"*.
*Frame rate is lowered. *Exposure compensation is not appeared.

Live Composite / Live Bulb / Live Time LV Boost
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Supporting functions for astrophotography

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 8mm F1.8 Fisheye PRO 240sec. F2.2 ISO800 Starry Sky AF

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 17mm F1.2 PRO 6sec. F1.2 ISO6400 Starry Sky AF (hand-held)

17



This feature reduces the effect of flickering that tends to occur under artificial lighting. The camera can automatically detect the frequency of artificial 
lighting and activates the shutter at peak brightness to smooth out uneven exposure and colour between frames. This is particularly useful for 
shooting indoors using mechanical shutter.

*Flicker can only be detected if the light source flicker frequency is 100 Hz or 120 Hz. The continuous shooting speed may drops.

Minimises the effects of flickering occur under LED lighting. E-M1 Mark III now allows to adjust the shutter speed in larger steps by dial operation. 
This makes it faster to reach the aimed shutter speed.

Anti-Flicker Shooting

Flicker Scan

Face Priority / Eye Priority AF, which automatically detect and focus on subject’s face and eyes, have evolved. Thanks to the high image 
processing performance of new image processor TruePic IX and improvements on AF algorithm, the detection accuracy and the tracking 
performance have been dramatically improved. Detection accuracy of small faces/eyes has been improved, and it keeps stable focus on a 
subject, even in scenes where detection is difficult such as from profile. Selection of detected faces/eyes with button or touch operation, and 
setting change of detection on/off with a single button operation, are now available. The selection works even while shooting video.

Advanced Face Priority / Eye Priority AF

18 19

C-AF tracking sensitivity can be set in 5 
steps. Optimum tracking performance can 
be set according to the scene. For example, 
you can set it to “+” to photograph a 
subject that’s moving back and forth at 
varying speeds or “-” to attenuate the 
effects of objects passing in front of the 
subject.

In the All Target mode, the focused points 
are displayed as a cluster. The cluster 
display moves along with the subject, 
confirming that the subject is continously in 
focus.
*When C-AF and All Target mode are set. Set the AF 
Target display to "On2".

You can set AF Target options and AF area 
positions in both horizontal and vertical 
shooting positions. C-AF + MF is also 
available where you can turn the focusing 
ring while shooting in C-AF to instantly 
switch to MF.
*MF during C-AF is supported on the M.ZUIKO PRO 
series and M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-200mm F3.5-
6.3. Please make sure to update the firmware of the 
compatible lens to the latest version.

Custom AF Target mode allows you 
to specify the AF area according 
to the motion and position of the 
subject. Flexible AF setting lets you 
set up the auto focusing system 
to handle even the most complex 
demands by setting a desired pattern 
from 11 vertical and 11 horizontal 
points (combination of odd numbers).

AF Target Mode

C-AF Tracking Sensitivity Setting
Moving-Subject-Tracking 
Cluster Display* AF Customisation

Custom AF Target Mode

Six AF target modes are available 
including 5, 9 and 25-point Group 
Target for moving subjects and Small 
Target for fine focusing.

The progressive scan system viewfinder achieves a maximum frame 
rate of 120 fps with a time lag as low as 0.005 sec, helping you capture 
smooth footage of fast-moving subjects. It's the best for sport and bird 
shooting. It also comes with Optical Viewfinder Simulation (S-OVF) which 
makes easier to check the details of the subject even under backlit or 
dark settings.

Electric Viewfinder

Dual card slots have been included on this model. A side-by-side 
layout has been employed for easy removal of the desired card. 
Select one of four recording settings. You can change settings and 
replay even when writing.
*Slot 1: UHS-II/UHS-I compatible   *Slot 2: UHS-I compatible

Dual Card Slots

The AF limiter lets you set the AF operating range and contributes 
to the high speed and reliability of the AF. Up to three user-set AF 
operating ranges can be set on all lenses*.
*Compatible with ZUIKO Digital and M.ZUIKO Digital standard AF lenses. Lens settings take 
priority on M.ZUIKO Digital lenses with a focus limiter. *Distance setting values are estimate.

AF Limiter

An AF low intensity limit of -6EV* is available for high-precision 
focusing even in dark locations and for low-contrast subjects. 

*When using S-AF, ISO100 with an F1.2 lens.

AF low intensity limit -6EV



M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 300mm F4.0 IS PRO 1/90sec. F4.0 ISO400

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-45mm F4.0 PRO 1sec. F4.0 ISO200M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 300mm F4.0 IS PRO 1/10sec. F4.5 ISO800



Focus Stacking captures several images with slightly different focus and merges 
them into a single photo, making it possible to shoot a picture with an extended 
depth of field while minimizing image degradation. With the E-M1 Mark III, you can 
select the number of images from 3 to 15. This can help you identify which parts 
will be merged when you take the shot and shows guide lines while shooting. 
With two teleconverters and nine compatible lenses, including macro, fisheye and 
300mm super-telephoto lenses, you'll be able to take advantage of this powerful 
imaging capability across a broad range of shooting scenarios.

This feature delivers the same effect as 
shooting with a shift lens. The effects can 
be seen on the Live View screen while 
applying trapezoidal compensation and 
perspective enhancement simultaneously to 
the horizontal and vertical directions of the 
image.

This mode al lows you to turn off the 
mechanical shutter and al l electronic 
sounds for silent shooting. Perfect for 
shooting in areas where shutter sounds are 
inappropriate, such as concert halls and 
tense sport scenes, etc.

When the M.ZUIKO Digital ED 8mm F1.8 
Fisheye PRO lens is used, the fisheye effect 
can be attenuated to obtain a picture like 
that captured using a wide-angle lens. The 
angle is selectable from 11mm, 14mm or 
18mm (35mm equivalent focal length.) The 
compensation effect can be confirmed on 
the monitor during shooting.

Lenses compatible with Focus Stacking

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 7-14mm F2.8 PRO
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 8mm F1.8 Fisheye PRO
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-40mm F2.8 PRO
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-45mm F4.0 PRO
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-100mm F4.0 IS PRO

*Teleconverter MC-14 and MC-20 can be used. 
*The parts in focus are composited into one image. *3 to 15 images (either RAW or JPEG) and one compsite 
image are saved. The compsosite image will be trimmed vertically and horizontally approximately 7%. *Flash 
can be used (can set the time to wait for charging). Flash synchronisation speed is 1/50 or less.

*Shutter speed can be set from 60 to 1/32000 sec. 
Shooting quick-moving subjects may cause distortion 
in the image. Certain types of fluorescent light or LED 
light may cause striped patters to appear on the image 
depending on the shutter speed used. When noise 
reduction for long shutter time is set to Auto while using 
Silent Mode, the shutter sound for dark frame acquisition 
is produced depending on the shooting condition. You 
can select to activate or deactivate the AF Illuminator, 
autofocus sound, and flash.

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 40-150mm F2.8 PRO*
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 300mm F4.0 IS PRO*
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 30mm F3.5 Macro
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 60mm F2.8 Macro

Focus Stacking

Keystone CompensationSilent Mode

In-Body Fisheye Compensation

Olympus Capture

The E-M1 Mark III now supports Interval Shooting up to 9,999 frames. It lets you to shoot longer durations with more frames and expands your 
range of imaging expression.

Interval Shooting

Make your images more creative with various expressive powers. After shooting, make you move more with advanced software.

The Focus Bracketing shoots up to 999 shots with different focused positions with one press of the shutter release button. The images can then 
be merged using Olympus Workspace* software to obtain a picture with an even deeper field of view than what you get with the Focus Stacking 
mode.

Focus Bracketing

*Only images shot on a lens that supports Focus Stacking can be composited.

22 23

This application can be used for advanced browsing 
and image editing after shooting. Max. 7 windows 
can be displayed on a single PC depending on the 
workflow. The rating has been increased to 5 levels 
and facilitates speedy selection of the best shots from 
a large collection. For example, you can bring up a 
selected position in 100% magnification with a single 
click. You can use the power of the high-performance 
TruePic IX image processing engine for faster RAW 
processing, and two editing filters “Clarity” and 
“Dehaze” are available on Olympus Workspace for 
great imaging expressions in Astrophotography.

Wi-Fi connection between the camera and a smartphone can automatically be setup 
by launching OI.Share*1. This enables remote shooting, changes to shooting settings, 
and importing of images from the camera via smartphone operation. You can select 
photos you want to share ahead of time on the camera (Share Order) to automatically 
import*2 them to your smartphone without operating OI.Share. E-M1 Mark III now 
supports firmware update and backup / restoration of camera settings via OI.Share.
*1. Initial settings are required.
*2. Enable the camera background communication function. On iOS devices, OI.Share 
must be launched ahead of time. When using Android 6.0 or later, images are not 
automatically transferred when the smartphone is not in use (when the smartphone 
screen is off). The smartphone screen display must be on.

Olympus Capture supports the workflow of studio shootings. The E-M1 Mark III is now 
capable of wireless image transfer via not only USB3.0 tethering but also Wi-Fi*. The 
communication bands are compatible with 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz.
*OLYMPUS Capture ver 2.0 or later.

Olympus Image Share (OI.Share)Olympus Workspace

Active use of On-chip Phase Detection AF and AF algorithms resulted in precision focusing. Total four AF target modes for video shooting 
including Group 9-point and Group 25-point are available and the C-AF sensitivity and operation speed can be customised as well.

Video AF

Supports OM-Log which enables reproduction 
of detai ls avoiding dark sections and 
overexposure. This is effective for shooting 
scenes under variable lighting conditions such 
as documentary and landscape.

By using Linear PCM recorder LS-P4 as an 
external mic or a recorder, it enables high 
quality sound recording for videos. You can 
record the sound securely by placing LS-
P4 near the subject, and even adjust the 
direction of the microphone to zoom in on it.

Two HDMI output modes are supported; 
"Monitor Mode" for viewing the image on 
an external monitor and "Record Mode" for 
recording the movie on an external recorder. 
4:2:2 output*2 is also supported.
*1. Some functions may not be available depending on the 
external recorder.
*2. When recording simultaneously on the camera, 4:2:0 is 
upsampled to 4:2:2.

OM-Log HDMI Monitor Connection*1 Hi-Res sound recording

OM-D Movie for Handheld Shooting of Cinema Quality Videos 

Unrivalled image stabilisation*1 has been realised with the combination of the powerful 5 axis image stabilisation and electronic stabilisation 
dedicated for video shooting. It allows handheld video shooting at high resolution 4K (3840 x 2160) and digital cinema 4K (4096 x 2160) which 
can be used for film production, as well as a 24P frame rate and high bit rate of up to 237 Mbps*2. you can also adjust the image stabilisation 
strength in 3 steps to best correspond with your own movement.

Handheld 4K / C4K shooting

*1. The angle of view is narrower than M-IS2. Stabilisation may not work well if shaking is too strong. *2. The bit rate of the actual recording varies depending on the frame rate combination and 
the scene conditions.

Compensation OFF

Compensation ON

Compensation OFF

Compensation ON (angle 2: 14mm*)
*35mm equivalent

Natural OM-Log + Grading



M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-40mm F2.8 PRO 1/25sec. F4.0 ISO1000

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 7-14mm F2.8 PRO 1/50sec. F13 ISO200

Sealing of dust and splashproof

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 300mm F4.0 IS PRO 1/3200sec. F8.0 ISO200 Handheld High Res Shot
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The M.Zuiko PRO Lens is made with the special optical lenses including EDA lenses and super ED lenses. Olympus authentic and advanced 
optical technology, which realizes the top level image quality as well as super compact. Furthermore, dust, splash, and freezeproof protections 
are included in all PRO lenses so you can shoot anywhere with this camera system.

M.Zuiko PRO Lens achieves high resolution and quality images.

Incomparably compact and lightweight system
realised by combination with M.Zuiko PRO lens.



*1. 0.29 m in a certain domain in the intermediate range of zooming. *2. Weight without the tripod baseplate.
*3. The effective f-number is reduced by 1 step when the MC-14 Teleconverter or 2 step when the MC-20 Teleconverter is attached. *4. The metal lens hood and the metal lens cap cannot be used together.

PRF D58 PR  ED 12-45mm F4.0 PR
 

PRF ZD62 PR ED 12 40mm F2.8 PRO ED 17mm F1.2 PRO ED 25mm F1.2 PRO ED 45mm F1.2 PR

PR D58 PRO  ED 12-45mm F4.0 PRO
 

F ZD62 PRO ED 12 40mm F2.8 PRO, ED 17mm F1.2 PRO, ED 25mm F1.2 PRO, ED 45mm F1.2 PRO

Protect Filter

PR F ED 12 100mm F4.0 IS PRO, ED 4 150mm F2.8 P RO

 PR F ED  300mm F4.0 IS PR

PR F ED 12 1 ED 40 150mm F2.8 

 PR F

ZD72 PRZD72 PRO

ZD77 PRO ED  300mm F4.0 IS PRO

 
 

 
＊35mm equivalent

Default focal length: 300-800mm
Focal length when using the built-in telecon lens: 375-1000mm

300-1000mm* equivalent

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 150-400mm F4.5 TC1.25x IS PRO

  

  

 

 

  

 

  

   

     

 

Lens Name Focal Length 
(35mm equivalent)

Wide-angle
Zoom

Standard
Zoom

Telephoto
Lens

Macro

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

0.12 (Focal Length: 12mm)
0.23 (Focal Length: 45mm)

0.15 (Focal Length: 12mm)
0.45 (Focal Length: 100mm)
0.22 (Focal Length: 12mm)
0.7 (Focal Length: 200mm)

0.2 (Focal Length: 14mm)
0.25 (Focal Length: 42mm)

(with the lens retracted)

(with the lens hood retracted)

(with the lens retracted)

0.9 (Focal Length: 75mm)
1.5 (Focal Length: 75mm)

0.1x (0.2) (Focal Length: 12mm)
0.23x (0.46x) (Focal Length: 200mm)

14 elements 
in 11 groups
12 elements 
in 8 groups

14 elements 
in 9 groups

12 elements 
in 9 groups

13 elements 
in 10 groups

13 elements 
in 10 groups

18 elements 
in 13 groups

14 elements 
in 10 groups

17 elements 
in 11 groups

16 elements 
in 11 groups

16 elements 
in 12 groups

15 elements 
in 11 groups

9 elements 
in 8 groups

9 elements 
in 3 groups

10 elements 
in 9 groups

9 elements 
in 6 groups

9 elements 
in 7 groups

8 elements 
in 7 groups

19 elements 
in 14 groups

7 elements 
in 6 groups

6 elements 
in 3 groups

11 elements 
in 8 groups

15 elements 
in 11 groups

17 elements 
in 15 groups

17 elements 
in 10 groups

Converter

Fixed 
Focal 
Length

Dustproof/
Splashproof

Electronic
Zoom

Lens 
Structure

Diagonal 
angle of view

Number of 
Aperture Blades

Smallest
Aperture

Filter size
(mm) Weight (g)

Built into body

Built into body

Built into body

Closest Focusing 
Distance (m)

Maximum Shooting Magnification 
(35mm equivalent)

Lens front cap Lens hood 
Separately available items in ( )

MC-14 / MC-20
CompatibilityMax Diameter x Length (mm)

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12  45mm F4.0 PRO G

Lens rearcap

 90mm 27 0.25x (0.5x)

Lens  Spec i fica t i ons  

L e n s  L i n e u p

DEVELOPMENT
ANNOUNCEMENT

Scheduled to be released in 2020.

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

(Circular aperture) 

Separately available items in ( )

LC  37B (LC  37C)*2 

14-28mm（35mm equivalent）

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 7–14mm F2.8 PRO

 
80-300mm（35mm equivalent）

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 40–150mm F2.8 PRO

90mm（35mm equivalent）

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
45mm F1.2

24-80mm (35mm equivalent)

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 12–40mm F2.8 PRO

16mm (35mm equivalent)

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 8mm F1.8 Fisheye PRO

600mm (35mm equivalent)

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 300mm F4.0 IS PRO

24-90mm (35mm equivalent)

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 12–45mm F4.0 PRO

34mm (35mm equivalent)

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 17mm F1.2 PRO

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
1.4x Teleconverter
MC-14

24-200mm (35mm equivalent)

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 12–100mm F4.0 IS PRO

50mm (35mm equivalent)

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
ED 25mm  F1.2 PRO

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL
2x Teleconverter
MC-20

ED
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A  l i n e u p  o f  d u s t - p r o o f  a n d  d r i p - p r o o f  s t r u c t u r e s  
a n d  a  w i r e l e s s  e n a b l e d  f l a s h  s y s t e m 

The bulb lock function is suitable for bulb shooting. 
L-shaped connector terminals with pin jacks (2.5 mm dia.) 
are used. 

 
Release Cable

 

  

   
    

 

 
 

 
For use with E-M1 Mark III in combination with the HLD-9. Power 
Cable length is 60cm and AC input voltage is 100-240V.

AC Adapter AC-5

   
  

Dot Sight

 

 

 

 

FC -WR FR -WR

*2. When the E-M1 Mark III is used at 1/32 emission with power supply from Ni-MH batteries. Based on in-house testing.

S u p p o r t  y o u r  c a m e r a  i n  a n y  s i t u a t i o n

P28 P29

Lorem ipsum

 

Camera Backpack CBG -12
This pack is a compact size that can be carried in the 
aircraft*2  while having the capacity to store multiple cameras 
and interchangeable lenses. It has excellent functionality, 
such as structure that reduces the strain from extended use 
and a mechanism that enables quick retrieval of necessary 
items.  

　

RM-CB2

Grip Strap
Improves grip comfort with the Power Battery Holder 
installed. 

GS-5

It blocks outside light and fits either bare eyes glasses.
Large eye cup EP-13 / Eye cup EP-12

EE-1

M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 30mm F3.5 Macro
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 60mm F2.8 Macro
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-40mm F2.8 PRO

 

Macro Flash

 

 

 

Electronic Flash

Wireless Commander 

Wireless Receiver

Electronic Flash

Compatable lenses
 
 
 

 

 

 

•Power supply: AAA alkaline battery x 2
•Recommended battery: AAA NiMH battery x 2 

•Power supply: AAA alkaline battery x 2
•Recommended battery: AAA Ni-MH battery x 2
•Bodies compatible with: E-M1X, E-M1 Mark II FW ver. 2.3 or later, E-M1 FW ver. 4.5 or later,
  E-M5 Mark II FW ver 4.1 or later, PEN-F FW ver.3.1 or later (as of January 2019)    

 

FC-WR

FR-WR

STF-8FL-900R

FL-700WR

*1. Check with your airline before bringning the backpack into the cabin.  *2. To see which products can be accommodated, check the latest information on the support page on our website.

 

Accommodates a camera body with a lens attached to it. 
The case can be attached to the CBG-10 or CBG-12.  

Soft Camera Case CS-42SF*2

Efficient accommodation for a camera body, lenses and 
external flashes. 

System Camera Bag CBG-10

The outer surface is water repellent an the inner side is 
made of a soft textured fabric. 

Wrapping Cloth CS-35*3

 Hand-washable (at max 40°C) so you don’t have to worry if 
the strap gets dirty with dust or sweat. 

Shoulder Strap CSS-P113 / CSS-P118

CSS P118CSS P113

The removable dot sight is highly effective when shooting 
sports and wild birds with super-telephoto lenses.

Power Battery Holder HLD -9
Dust-proof/splash-proof/freeze-proof (up to -10°C) design. 
Like the camera body, the selector is set so as to provide the 
same feeling in landscape or portrait positions. The two  
lithium ion rechargeable batteries of the BLH-1 provide 
enough charge to take approximately 880 images (CIPA test 
standards). By using the optional AC Adapter AC-5, you can 
shoot without worrying about the remaining battery level. 

Lithium Ion Battery BLH -1
A lithium ion ion rechargeable battery with a large capacity of 
1720mAH. Charger status, number of available shots and 
the battery serial number can be checked.

Despite its compact size and light weight, this flash emits high light intensity with a maximum 
guide number of 42. Compatible with radio wave wireless communication up to 30 metres. 
Stable wireless flash emission has been made possible even in bright locations or locations with 
obstacles. Dustproof, splashproof and -10˚C freezeproof*¹ design ensures reliable performance 
veven in outdoor environments.     

A radio wave receiver that can be controlled from the FC-WR and can be d can be easily set and 
checked with individual dials. Features a dustproof and zzzroof and -10˚C freezeproof*1 design. 
Maximum conrol distance is 30 metres.      

A radio wave wirelss commander that can be connected to the FL-700RW or FR-WR, 
enabling control up to 3 groups of receiver flashes.     

Multi-flash photography at high intensity is possible using the optical communication system. 
Emission/extinguishment and light intensity compensation for up to 4 groups of flashes can be
set on the camera body. When the FR-WR is connected, the FL-900R can be used as a receiver 
flash and controlled using radio wave wireless communication.

•Optimized charging cicuitry based on a nickel-metal Hydride (Ni-MH) battery has reduced the 
charging time to about 2.5 sec.
•Multi-flash photography at thigh intensity has been made possible using wireless control. 
Emission/extinguishment and light intensity compensation for up to 4 groups of flashes can be 
set on the camera body.
•Maximum guide number: 58@ISO 100/m
•Power supply: AA Alkaline battery x 4
•Recommended battery: AA NiMH battery x4

The STF-8 broadens the field of macro photography while making shooting in macro easier. This 
twin-flash unit is compact, lightweight, dustproof, splashproof, and freezeproof down to -10˚C. 
Use it along with an M.Zuiko PRO lens or macro lens to add another dimension to your macro 
photography.

•The light emitting plane is almost flush with the lense front end, minimizing the effects of the 
lens on the working distance.
•The guide number is as bright as 8.5 (2 units) or 6 (1 unit)

Audio cable KA335 Scheduled to be released in 
spring 2020

An equipment to support attaching a sound recording 
device onto camera hot shoe. It eliminates the operational 
noise from camera and vibration noise and enables 
recording for video.    

Compact Gun Microphone ME31
This microphone's directional design limits interference from 
nearby sound sources, which is useful for recording a 
particular voice or sound. The adoption of a machined metal 
body makes it very sturdy. It can be attached to the hot shoe 
when paired with a commercially-available hot shoe mount.     

Shock mount adapter SM2 Scheduled to be released
in spring 2020

A device to support attatching a sound recording device onto 
camera hot shoe. It eliminates the operational noise from 
camera and vibration noise and enables high-quality sound 
recording for video. 

*1. In low temperatures, warm the battery first, for example, put it into your pocket before use. 

F l a s h  S y s t e m s A c c e s s a r i e s

•Full emission is available with about 1.5 sec of charge time. in the case of 1/16 emission, 
light will be emitted by tracking the shooting when in sequential shooting at 10 fps*2 or 
more. Stable operation is ensured even in sequential shooting.
•This flash can be used either as the commander or receiver in wireless communications. 
An unlimited number of flash units can be connected provided that are divided into 3 or 
fewer groups.
•Maximum guide number: 42@ISO 100/m
•Power supply: AA Alkaline battery x 4
•Recommended battery: AA NiMH battery x 4

•Maximum guide number: 1 unit: 6.0@ISO 100/m, 2 units: 8.5@ISO 100/m
•Power supply: AA Alkaline battery x 4
•Recommended battery: AA NiMH battery x4

Linear PCM recorder LS - P4
A compact Linear PCM recorder which provides high 
resolution sound recording beyond that of CD-quality 
audio. Not only a single use as a recorder, it can be used as 
an external microphone by connecting it to a camera with 
audio cable, it supports video contents production with 
high quality sound.

28 29
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E-M1 Mark III Specifications

Micro Four Thirds interchangeable lens system camera
SD, SDHC (UHS-I / II), SDXC (UHS-I / II)
SD, SDHC (UHS-I), SDXC (UHS-I)
17.4 mm x 13.0 mm (Micro Four Thirds) / Micro Four Thirds Mount
4/3 Live MOS Sensor 
Number of effective pixels: Approx. 20.4 million pixels, Total number of pixels: Approx. 21.8 million pixels / 4:3
Supersonic Wave Filter (image sensor dust reduction system)
DCF2.0, Exif2.31
JPEG, RAW (12-bit lossless compression), JPEG+RAW / RAW: 5184 x 3888, JPEG: 5184 x 3888 ~ 1024 x 768
Standard, Auto Switch, Dual Independent, Dual Same / Available
Built-in 5-axis sensor-shift image stabilisation
S-IS AUTO, S-IS1, S-IS2, S-IS3, OFF
11 settings: 10 programmable settings (10 lenses) *Lenses without communication function can be registered.

Available *When using the M.Zuiko Digital lenses equipped with image Stabilisation. 
Compensation steps (Body only): 7.0 *When using the M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-40mm F2.8 PRO, Focal length: 40mm (35mm 
equivalent: 80mm) Compensation steps (Sync IS): 7.5 *When using the M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-100mm F4.0 IS PRO, Focal length: 
100mm (35mm equivalent: 200mm), halfway release image stabilisation OFF, Frame rate: High

Eye-level electronic viewfinder, approx. 2.36M dots
Approx. 100% / Approx. 1.30x*1 ~ 1.48x*2 (-1m-1, 50mm lens, Infinity) *1: Finder Style 1, 2 (aspect ratio 4:3) *2: Finder Style 3 (aspect 
ratio 4:3)

Approx. 21mm (-1m-1, Distance from rear lens surface) / -4 ~ +2m-1
OFF / normal grid / trichotomy / golden grid / scale / diagonal / movie grid *grid colour is selectable.

2-axis (horizontal/vertical) level gauge
3 styles
Adaptive brightness technology (EVF Auto Luminance) / ±7 level manual brightness control /±7 level manual colour temperature control
Available
Available (EP-13 Large Eyecup)
3.0-inch vari-angle monitor (electrostatic capacitance touch panel), Approx.1037k dots (3:2)
Shutter release, Touch AF (AF area selection, AF area size adjustment), Face selection by touch operation, AF 
targeting pad, Frame forward/backward, Magnified playback, Super Control Panel, Wi-Fi connection, Movie controls
Swivel type
±7 levels / ±7 levels / Vivid, Natural
High-speed imager AF *Imager phase detection AF and imager contrast AF used in combination.

Lowest luminance (-3.5 EV) / Highest luminance (20 EV) *ISO approx. 100, with F2.8 lens

Cross-type phase detection AF (121 points), Contrast AF (121 points), All target, Single target (Normal), Single target 
(Small), Group target (5 area), Group target (9 area), Group target (25 area), Custom target* (AF area and its increment 
steps selectable) *Number of saved custom target settings: 4

Single AF (S-AF), Single AF (S-AF+MF), Continuous AF (C-AF), Continuous AF (C-AF+MF), Manual Focus (MF), AF 
tracking (C-AF + TR), AF tracking (C-AF + TR+MF), Preset MF, Starry sky AF (S-AF), Starry sky AF (S-AF+MF)
5 steps
Available / Available
Available *Up to 3 distance settings can be saved / Available
3x, 5x, 7x, 10x, 14x / Available
Available / Available
Available / Available
Available / Available
Digital ESP metering (324-area multi pattern metering), Center-weighted average metering, Spot metering*, Spot 
metering with highlight / shadow control* *Also available AF target spot metering.

Lowest luminance (-2 EV) / Highest luminance (20 EV) *ISO approx. 100, with F2.8 lens

LOW (approx.64) ~ 6400 
LOW (approx.64, approx.100), 200 ~ 25600
±5 EV (adjustable by 1/3, 1/2 or 1 EV steps) *Live View only reflects up to ±3 EV steps.

Available *Locks with a half-press of the shutter button. (can be set to AEL/AFL button as well)

Available
1/8000 ~ 60 sec, Live Bulb, LiveTime, Live Composite
1/320 ~ 60 sec *Shutter speed faster than 1/320 sec will be automatically switched to mechanical shutter.

1/32000 ~ 60 sec *Settings for sound, AF illuminator, and flash can be set to ON/OFF separately, default setting is OFF for all three.

Video recording 1/30 ~ 1/250.0,    Still 1/50.0 ~ 1/7634 *Video recording S/M mode, Still S/M silent mode only.

[Sequential shooting H] approx 15 fps with selectable 10-15 fps, [Sequential shooting L] approx 10 fps with selectable 
1-10 fps, [Anti-shock sequential shooting L] approx 8.5 fps, [Silent sequential shooting H] approx 60 fps with selectable 15, 
20, 30, 60 fps, [Silent sequential shooting L] approx 18 fps with selectable 1-10, 15, 18 fps, [Pro Capture H] approx 60 fps 
with selectable 15, 20, 30, 60 fps *When in Pro Capture mode, slower shutter speeds and flash can not be used. [Pro Capture L] approx 
18 fps with selectable 1-10, 15, 18 fps *When in Pro Capture mode, slower shutter speeds and flash can not be used *Pro Capture L mode 
is available when using an Olympus Micro Four Thirds lens *In Pro Capture L mode, the minimum aperture is f/8.

Sequential shooting H 15 fps [RAW]: Approx. 101, Sequential shooting H 15 fps [JPEG LF]: Approx. 134, Sequential 
shooting L 10 fps [RAW]: Approx. 286, Sequential shooting L 10 fps [JPEG LF]: Until card is full
Silent sequential shooting H 60 fps [RAW]: Approx. 50, Silent sequential shooting H 60 fps [JPEG LF]: Approx. 50, 
Silent sequential shooting L 18 fps [RAW]: Approx. 76, Silent sequential shooting L 18 fps [JPEG LF]: Approx. 90
TTL Auto, Manual, Auto, Super FP (FP-TTL AUTO, FP-MANUAL) *Auto and Super FP are available on the external flash.

Redeye, Fill-in, Flash OFF, Red-eye Slow sync. (1st curtain), Slow sync. (1st curtain), Slow sync. (2nd curtain), Manual (1/1 
(FULL) ~ 1/64)
1/250 sec. *When using Super FP: 1/125-1/8000 sec.  *When using electronic shutter: 1/50 sec. up to ISO6400, 1/20 sec. for ISO 8000 and 
higher, and 1/20 sec. for ISO bracketing.

±3 EV (1/3, 1/2, 1 EV steps selectable)
FL-LM3, FL-50R, FL-36R, FL-20, FL-14, FL-300R, FL-600R, FL-900R, STF-8, FL-700WR
FL-50R, FL-36R, FL-300R, FL-600R, FL-900R, FL-700WR
FL-LM3, FL-600R, FL-900R, STF-8, FL-700WR
Available
TTL Auto, Manual, Auto, FP-TTL AUTO, FP-MANUAL
4  channels / 4 groups (External flash 3 groups + commander flash)
Auto WB, 7 WB presets, 4 Capture WB, Custom WB (Kelvin setting)
±7 steps along A-B / G-M axis *Including Custom WB
sRGB, Adobe RGB
i-Finish, Vivid, Natural, Flat, Portrait, Monotone, Custom, e Portrait, Underwater, Colour Creator, Art Filters
4 types (Auto, Normal, High Key, Low Key) *Except when using e-Portrait, Underwater, Art Filters, Colour Creator.

Available
Pop Art, Soft Focus, Pale & Light Colour, Light Tone, Grainy Film, Pin Hole, Diorama, Cross Process, Gentle Sepia, Dramatic 
Tone, Key Line, Water Colour, Vintage, Partial Colour (18 colour selectable), Bleach Bypass, Instant Film
Available

2, 3 or 5 frames (0.3/0.7/1.0EV steps selectable), 7 frames (0.3/0.7EV steps selectable)
3 frames (0.3/0.7/1.0EV steps selectable)
3 frames (A-B/G-M axis*)  *Selectable in 2, 4, 6 steps each

3 frames (0.3/0.7/1.0EV steps selectable)
i-Enhance, Vivid, Natural, Muted, Portrait, Monotone, Custom, Art Filters, Colour Creator selectable
Available
Available
HDR1, HDR2 (painting-like) *ISO sensitivity is fixed at 200, and maximum shutter speed setting is 4 sec.

3 or 5 frames (2.0 or 3.0 EV steps),   7 frames (2.0 EV steps)
Available
3 Styles *Enabled when M.Zuiko Digital ED 8mm F1.8 Fisheye PRO is used.

Available *S/M mode only, flash can not be used, ISO up to 800, the maximum shutter speed is 1/30 (when ND2 is set) and the speed 
drops if the number of ND steps is raised.

JPEG (80M) 10368 x 7776, JPEG (50M) 8160 x 6120, JPEG (25M) 5760 x 4320, RAW 10368 x 7776
JPEG (50M) 8160 x 6120, JPEG (25M) 5760 x 4320, RAW 8160 x 6120
Available *Update interval time 0.5 sec. ~ 60 sec.

Available *Update interval time 0.5 sec. ~ 60 sec.

Available *Creating Time-lapse movie is possible with interval shooting up to 999 frames.

4:3 (Default), 3:2, 16:9, 1:1, 3:4
2x
2-axis
MOV (MPEG-4AVC / H.264)
24p / IPB (approx. 237Mbps) 
30p, 25p, 24p / IPB (approx. 102Mbps) 
30p, 25p, 24p / ALL-I (approx. 202Mbps), IPB (approx. 52Mbps, approx. 30Mbps, approx. 18Mbps) 
60p, 50p / IPB (approx. 52Mbps, approx. 30Mbps, approx. 18Mbps)
60p, 50p, 30p, 25p, 24p / ALL-I (approx. 102Mbps), IPB (approx. 26Mbps, approx. 14Mbps, approx. 10Mbps)
Approx. 29 min.
Available *Frame rates may drop when certain Art Filters are used.

Approx. 3x
3840 x 2160 (4K) , 1920 x 1080 (FHD), 1280 x 720 (HD) : 5fps, 10fps, 15fps, 30fps
Available
120fps (1920 x 1080 / MOV)
M-IS1 (multi motion IS by Image sensor shift and electronic image stabiliser), M-IS2 (Multi motion IS by Image sensor 
shift), OFF *Field of view varies when using M-IS1. Using lens which is equipped with image stabilisation can be given top priority.

Available / 4 colours
Rec run / free run, drop frame / non-drop frame
Monitor mode / Record mode *In monitor mode, the image can not be enlarged on the camera when a movie is being recorded. *In 
record mode, movie quality can be set to YCbCr 4:2:2 (8 bit). *When recording simultaneously on the camera in 4K/C4K/FHD HS, 4:2:0 is 

upsampled to 4:2:2.

Flat, OM-Log400
Available
Wave Format (Stereo linear PCM/16-bit, Sampling frequency 48kHz)
Stereo linear PCM / 24-bit, Sampling frequency 96kHz
Built-in stereo microphone / built-in mono speaker *External stereo microphone can be attached

Wind noise reduction, recording volume, microphone volume limiter  *Audio dubbing possible for still pictures. (up to 30 sec.)

Available *Via GPS smartphone.

Live View, Rec View, Wireless Touch AF shutter, Self Timer (w/ Countdown guidance, Sequential shooting, movie 
recording capability), Wireless Release, Movie Recording, Power OFF
Available *Marking function for image share is available.

Connect using a QR code, Connect using Bluetooth (View, Transfer only)
USB connection *Camera can be operated by PC or camera controls.
Wi-Fi connection (2.4GHz / 5GHz) *Transfer of recorded images to PC via access point.

Single-frame, information display, index display (4/9/25/100 frames), calendar, enlargement (2x ~ 14x), movie (with 
sound, FF/REW/Pause), picture rotation (auto),  Light Box display 
Histogram (independent luminance / RGB available), Highlight/Shadow point warning, AF frame, Photographic information, OFF
Trimming (begining / end) / in-movie image extraction (4K only)
RAW data edit, Gradation auto, Monochrome, Sepia, Red-eye fix, Saturation, Resize (1280 x 960, 640 x 480, 320 x 
240), Trimming, Aspect, e-Portrait, Image Overlay, Post recording
RAW data edit based on settings of the camera (including e-Portrait, Colour Creator, Art Filter, ART-BKT).
Print reservation (DPOF)
34 languages selectable: 
English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Russian, Czech, 
Dutch, Danish, Polish, Portuguese, Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish, Croatian, Slovenian, Hungarian, Greek, Slovakian, 
Turkish, Latvian, Estonian, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, Serbian, Bulgarian, Rumanian, Indonesian, Malay, Thai
Protection Marking IPX1
-10°C
USB Type-C / φ2.5Pin Jack (Optional remote cable RM-CB2 can be used)
Micro HDMI  (type D)
Hot shoe, sync terminal
Built-in (IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ac)
Built-in (Bluetooth Ver.4.2 BLE)
φ3.5 stereo mini jack (plug-in power ON/OFF)
φ3.5 stereo mini jack 
Superspeed (USB3.0)
BLH-1 Li-ion battery
Remaining power (10 steps, %, or by-minute display), shot count, degradation
Optional AC-5 AC adapter *Via power battery holder (HLD-9)

A USB PD bus power can be used *PD compliant Camera: Rev 3.0 Ver 1.0a.

Built-in battery can be charged with USB *When the camera power is OFF. *Performance varies depending on different USB. 

1/3/5 min., OFF
Standard mode: 420 shots / Quick sleep mode: 900 shots
*With Toshiba SDXU-D032G, IS ON, with no flashes attached, based on CIPA test standards
Under standard JEITA testing: 85 minutes, When zoom and other operational functions are not used: 140 minutes 
*When repeatedly recording at the maximum time of 29 minutes

Approx. 134.1mm(W) x 90.9mm(H) x 68.9mm(D) *Based on CIPA standards: excludes protrusions

Based on CIPA standards, with 1x BLH-1 battery and 1 memory card (without eyecup): 580g, Body only: 504g
-10 ~ +40°C (when in operation), -20 ~ +60°C (when stored)
30 ~ 90% (when in operation), 10 ~ 90% (when stored)
Body, USB cable, Cable clip, Shoulder strap, Instruction manual, Warranty card, BLH-1 Li-ion battery, BCH-1 Li-ion battery charger

Product type
Memory

Sensor size / Lens mount
Image Sensor

Still Photo Recording

Image Stabilisation System

Finder

Monitor

Focusing

Exposure Control (Still)

Shutter

Drive

Flash

Wireless Flash Control

White Balance

Colour Mode
Picture Mode

Art Filter

Colour Creator

Bracketing

HDR Function

Keystone Compensation
Fisheye Compensation
Live ND

High Res Shot

Live Bulb / Live Time
Live Composite
Interval Mode
Multi Aspect
One Push Tele-converter
Level Gauge
Video Recording

Recording (Sound)

Wi-Fi Function

Tethered shooting

Playback

Image Editing

Print
Menu language

Weatherproof construction

Input / Output

Power Requirements

Dimensions / Weight

Operating Environment

Box contents

Slot 1 
Slot 2

Image sensor type 
Number of pixels / Aspect ratio
Dust reduction
Recording format
File format / Recording image size
Dual Slot Settings / Folder creation and selection
Image stabilisation type
Image stabilisation mode
Focal length setting
5-axis Sync IS
Stabilisation performance

Finder type
Field of view / Viewfinder magnification

Eye point / Diopter adjustment range
Display Grid
Level Gauge
Finder Style
Brightness and Colour Temperature Control
S-OVF (Simulated OVF)
Optional eyecup
Monitor type
Touch control

Tilting capability
Brightness / Colour temperature control / Colour tone select
AF system
AF working range
Focusing point / Focusing point selection mode

Focus mode

C-AF tracking sensitivity settings
C-AF Center Priority / C-AF Center Start
AF limiter / AF target pad
Magnified frame AF/ Super spot AF
Face detection AF / Eye detection AF
Manual Focus assist / Peaking function
AF focus adj. / AF illuminator
Metering system (TTL Image sensor metering)

Metering Range
ISO sensitivity (AUTO)
ISO sensitivity (MANUAL)
Exposure compensation
AE Lock
Anti-Flicker Shooting
Focal-plane shutter (mechanical shutter)
Electronic first curtain shutter
Electronic shutter (Silent mode)
Flicker Scan
Sequential shooting maximum speed
*When using the M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-40mm f/2.8 PRO.

Sequential shooting maximum recordable frames
*When using the M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-40mm F2.8 PRO and the Toshiba 
SDXU-D032G memory card with standard card setting in slot 1.*Low 
ISO processing: Priority is given to sequential shooting.

Flash intensity control method
Flash mode

Synchronisation speed

Flash insensity control
Compatible external flash
Olympus Wireless RC Flash system
Commander flashes
Radio wireless control
External Flash intensity type
Channel / Group No.
White balance mode
White balance compensation
Colour matrix
Picture Mode
Gradation
Hilight and shadow control

Exposure bracketing
ISO bracketing
White balance bracketing
Flash bracketing
Art filter bracketing
Focus bracketing
Focus stacking
HDR (Auto comsposite)
Bracketing for HDR postprocess

Tripod High Res Shot
Handheld High Res Shot

Magnification
Detection
Video Recording format
4096 x 2160 (C4K)
3840 x 2160 (4K)
1920 x 1080 (FHD)

1280 x 720 (FHD)
Maximum recording time
Art Filter Movie
One-push Movie Digital Converter
Time Lapse Movie
Quick Movie / Slow Movie
High speed movie
Image Stabilisation for video recording

Grid Line / Focus Peaking
Time code
Live View Output via HDMI

Movie Picture Mode
AE Lock
Sound recording format
High-Resolution Audio recording
Microphone / Speaker
Microphone function
GPS info. Function
Wireless Shooting

Image Share 
Easy Connection
Tethered shooting control

Playback mode

Information display
Movie Editing function
Editing function

RAW data edit
Print function
Languages

Splashproof
Freezeproof
USB / Remote controller connector
HDMI connector
Flash attachment
Wireless LAN
Bluetooth
Microphone input jack
Headphone connector
PC interface
Battery
Battery status display
AC Adapter
USB bus power
USB charging
Sleep mode
Number of recordable images

Battery life for movie recording

Dimension
Weight
Temperature
Humidity


